FX Weekly Report
26th Oct – 30th Oct

Dollar Index

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

Dollar Index in the previous week, ended higher by 1.22%. In the previous report we
had mentioned, “In the coming week it could face resistance at 93.10 and 93.50 while
support is seen at 92.50 and 92.10”, it moved sharply higher surpassing both our
upside resistances.
On the weekly charts, dollar index has ended in a bullish candlestick formation as it
rebounded sharply to engulf the previous candle, ending in a bullish engulfing
candlestick formation. On the daily charts, the index is trading above 20-day SMA,
signifying optimism. In the coming week it could rise towards 94.25 and 94.50 while
support is seen at 93.70 and 93.30.
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Dollar index
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

93.88
92.75
1.22%
40.86
93.36
93.33
94.28

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

95.77
94.94
94.41
93.57
93.05
92.21
91.68
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EURUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

EURUSD in the preceding week, ended lower by 1.80%. In the previous report we had
mentioned, “In the coming week we can expect the currency pair to face resistance at
1.1890 and 1.1925 while it could find support near 1.1815 and 1.1790”, it moved
sharply lower breaching both the supports mentioned, as dollar strengthen against
major currency.
On the weekly charts, the pair has ended in a bearish candlestick formation as it faced
resistance near the previous week’s high. On the daily charts, the pair is trading below
the 20-day SMA indicating downside momentum for the pair. In the coming week we
can expect the currency pair to face resistance at 1.1690 and 1.1735 while it could find
support near 1.1600 and 1.1550.
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EURUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

1.1647
1.1860
-1.80%
59.65
1.1770
1.1786
1.1654

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

1.2013
1.1937
1.1792
1.1716
1.1571
1.1495
1.1350
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GBPUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

GBPUSD in the prior week ended lower by 0.71%. In the previous report, we had
mentioned, “In the coming week we could see the pound facing resistance at 1.3085
and 1.3145, while it could find support at 1.3000 and 1.2965”, it moved lower to make
a low of 1.2881, as it could not sustain above 1.3080.
On the weekly charts, the pair closed in a bearish candlestick formation with a lower
shadow, indicating selling but some support is seen at the 20-week SMA. On the daily
charts, the pair is trading below the 20-day SMA suggesting the trend to be weak in the
near term. In the coming week we could see the pound facing resistance at 1.2990 and
1.3030, while it could find support at 1.2900 and 1.2870.
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GBPUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

1.2947
1.3039
-0.71%
54.62
1.2984
1.2998
1.2875

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

1.3257
1.3168
1.3058
1.2969
1.2859
1.2770
1.2660
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USDJPY

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDJPY ended the preceding week lower by 0.05%. In the previous report we had
mentioned, “In the coming week we could see the pair facing resistance at 105.00 and
105.40, while it could find support at 104.40 and 104.00”, it faced resistance and
support at the mentioned levels as expected range bound to end in a perfect doji on
the weekly charts.
On the weekly charts, the pair ended in a doji candlestick formation near the support
zone signifying subsiding of selling pressure. On the daily charts, that the pair ended in
small body candlestick formation on Friday with a long lower wick, suggesting buying
at lower levels. In the coming week we could see the pair facing resistance at 104.95
and 105.30, while it could find support at 104.35 and 104.00
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USDJPY
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

104.66
104.71
-0.05%
38.98
105.19
105.48
106.05

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

106.17
105.61
105.14
104.58
104.11
103.55
103.08
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USDCAD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDCAD ended the preceding week higher by 1.49%. In the previous report we had
mentioned, “In the coming week we can expect the Canadian dollar to advance
towards 1.3170 and 1.3210, while support could be seen at 1.3080 and 1.3050”, it
moved higher as expected and exceeded both of our upside targets.
On the weekly charts, the currency pair ended in a long bullish candlestick with an
upper shadow indicating buying interest and positive momentum. On the daily chart,
the pair is has ended in doji formation on Friday suggesting some correction before
rising further cannot be ruled out. In the coming week we can expect the Canadian
dollar to advance towards 1.3365 and 1.3410, while support could be seen at 1.3285
and 1.3240.
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USDCAD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

1.3321
1.3125
1.49%
40.37
1.3203
1.3207
1.3331

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

1.3696
1.3543
1.3432
1.3279
1.3168
1.3015
1.2904
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AUDUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

Australian Dollar in the preceding week ended lower by 1.55%. In the previous report
we had mentioned, “In the coming week we can expect the pair to face resistance at
0.7165 and 0.7200 while support is seen at 0.7100 and 0.7065“, it made a low of
0.7003, thus exceeding our second support level.
On the weekly charts, the currency pair has ended in a bearish candlestick formation
to close below the 20-week SMA indicating selling pressure. On the daily charts, the
pair ended in doji candlestick formation for two consecutive days (Thursday & Friday)
near the support zone of 0.7000, thus making this a potential double bottom
formation. In the coming week we can expect the pair to rise towards 0.7060 and
0.7100 while support is seen at 0.6985 and 0.6965.
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AUDUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

0.7028
0.7139
-1.55%
49.45
0.7119
0.7186
0.7114

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

0.7278
0.7217
0.7123
0.7062
0.6968
0.6907
0.6813
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NZDUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

The NZDUSD ended the previous week lower by 1.14%. In the prior report we had
mentioned, “In the coming week we can expect the pair to face resistance at 0.6720
and 0.6750, while support is seen at 0.6680 and 0.6650”, it missed our first upside
resistance by 5 pips, while it made a low of 0.6597 exceeding both the downside
supports.
On the weekly charts, the pair ended near the 20-week SMA in a bearish candlestick
formation signifying selling pressure for the currency. On the daily charts, the Kiwi
dollar has ended in two consecutive doji formations suggesting sideways trend for the
pair. In the coming week we can expect the pair to face resistance at 0.6655 and
0.6685, while support is seen at 0.6585 and 0.6555.
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NZDUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

0.6615
0.6691
-1.14%
59.25
0.6634
0.6649
0.6601

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

0.6821
0.6772
0.6694
0.6645
0.6567
0.6518
0.6440
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USDCNY

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDCNY ended the previous week lower by 0.07%. In the preceding report we had
mentioned, “In the coming week the pair could find support at 6.6600 and 6.6400
while it could face resistance near 6.7000 and 6.7200", it made a high of 0.7299,
exceeding both the mentioned resistances.
On the weekly charts, the pair ended in a doji candlestick formation for the third
consecutive week signifying lack of selling at lower levels. On the daily charts, the index
continues to trade in a lower top lower bottom formation suggesting trend to be
bearish for the pair. In the coming week the pair could find support at 6.6700 and
6.6500 while it could face resistance near 6.7100 and 6.7300.
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USDCNY
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

6.6915
6.6867
0.07%
40.15
6.7251
6.8006
6.9126

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3

6.7723
6.7511
6.7213
6.7001
6.6703
6.6491
6.6193
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Major events that lead to price movement in the previous week
U.S home sales
New single family homes sold during the previous month has dropped from 994k, to 959k, against
the expectations of 1,025k, a drop of 35k since the last month, after a continuous increase since last
the 4 months. Low mortgage rates, and demand for space, are helping the housing market.
U.S core durable goods
U.S core durable goods orders increased by 1.9% in the month of September, versus the
expectations of 0.5%, as demand was boosted by increased demand for primary metals, fabricated
metal products, computers, and electronic products.
Australia Consumer Price index
Australia’s Consumer Price Index has raised by 1.6%, against the prediction of 1.5%, an increase of
3.5% since the last quarter, and an increase of 0.7% YOY. Child care contribution was the highest in
Australia’s CPI.
Bank Canada monetary policy and rate statement
In order to achieve the inflation target, the Bank of Canada is maintaining the bank rate at ½
percent, and the deposit rate at ½ percent. The Bank of Canada is shifting its purchases to long-term
bonds through OE (Quantitative Easing) programmes, which will influence the borrowing rate, and
hence this will be of great significance to businesses and households.
BOJ monetary policy statement
The Bank of Japan (BOJ), at its monetary policy meeting held on Thursday, decided to apply a
negative interest rate of minus one to current account balances held by financial institutions. The
Bank has decided to purchase JGBs (Japanese government bonds), without setting an upper limit at
around 0%. It is also planning to purchase ETF’s (Exchange traded funds), and Japanese real estate
investment trusts (J-REITs). Further, it is planning to continue with QQE (Quantitative and Qualitative
Monetary Easing) with yield control, till the time it achieves the targeted price stability.
U.S GDP
U.S third quarter GDP has increased by 33.1%, versus the anticipation of 32%, because of continuous
efforts to reopen businesses, and resuming certain activities, which were shut due to COVID-19. In
the previous quarter, the GDP had decreased by 31.4%, as the economy was badly hit by COVID-19.
An increase in PCE (Personal consumption expenditure), transport, export, and fixed income
investments were the major factors contributing towards the growth of the GDP
ECB monetary Policy statement
The ECB has signalled that one more relief package is expected to come in the month of December,
as the economic growth has weekend significantly. The ECB is planning bigger and longer-lasting
PEPP (Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme), more TLTROs (Targeted long term repo
operations), and easier TLTROs, while it has also assured that it would not cut the deposit rate.
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U.S pending home sales
Pending home sales declined by -2.2% in the month of September, against the forecast of 3.3%.
There has been a sharp decrease in the home sales, after four months of consecutive increase.
Canada’s GDP
Canada GDP increased by 1.2%, against an anticipation of 0.9%, following an increase of 3.1%. in
July. It has been observed that both goods producing, and service producing industries, were up by
0.5%, and 1.5% respectively.
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